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	Learn Unity for 2D Game Development (Technology in Action), 9781430262299 (143026229X), Apress, 2013

	2D games are everywhere, from mobile devices and websites to game consoles and PCs. Timeless and popular, 2D games represent a substantial segment of the games market.


	In Learn Unity for 2D Game Development, targeted at both game development newcomers and established developers, experienced game developer Alan Thorn shows you how to use the powerful Unity engine to create fun and imaginative 2D games. 

	

	Written in clear and accessible language, Learn Unity for 2D Game Development will show you how to set up a step-by-step 2D workflow in Unity, how to build and import textures, how to configure and work with cameras, how to establish pixel-perfect ratios, and all of this so you can put that infrastructure to work in a real, playable game. Then the final chapters show you how to put what you've already made to work in creating a card-matching game, plus you'll learn how to optimize your game for mobile devices.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to create a 2D workflow in Unity
	
		Customizing the Unity Editor
	
		How to generate atlas textures and textured quads
	
		Animation effects and camera configuration
	
		Handling user input
	
		Creating a game from start to finish
	
		Optimizing for mobile devices



	Who this book is for


	Game development students and professionals, indie developers, game artists and designers, and Unity developers looking to improve their workflow and effectiveness.
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Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) Foundation GuideApress, 2016

	Prepare for the CEH training course and exam by gaining a solid foundation of knowledge of key fundamentals such as operating systems, databases, networking, programming, cloud, and virtualization. Based on this foundation, the book moves ahead with simple concepts from the hacking world. The Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) Foundation...


		

Writing Excel Macros with VBA (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	Newly updated for Excel 2002, Writing Excel Macros with VBA, 2nd Edition provides Excel power-users, as well as programmers who are unfamiliar with the Excel object model, with a solid introduction to writing Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macros and programs for Excel. In particular, the book focuses on:
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At the Wilderness Edge: The Rise of the Antidevelopment Movement on Canada's West Coast (Volume 11)McGill-Queen, 2019

	
		Vancouver prides itself on being a green city, and the west coast is known for its active environmental protest culture. But the roots of this mentality reach far beyond the founding of organizations such as Greenpeace. Small campaigns led by local community groups from the 1960s onward left a lasting impact on the region. At the...





	

Getting Started with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Unreal Development Kit (UDK) is a free but powerful game engine - ideal for hobbyists - and this tutorial is all you need to get started. Includes a walkthrough in building your own tower defense game.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to greybox your level by building basic shapes and reshaping the environment
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Visual Basic 2005 with .NET 3.0 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
With this completely up-to-date tutorial and reference, you'll quickly learn  how to develop Visual Basic (VB) programs that leverage the latest features of  Vista and .NET 3.0. The tutorial section walks you through VB.NET from scratch,  providing you with in-depth descriptions of the development environment, basic  program syntax, and standard...


		

Circuit Analysis for Complete IdiotsIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	In today’s world, there’s an electronic gadget for everything and inside these gadgets are circuits, little components wired together to perform some meaningful function. Have you wondered how a led display sign works or how a calculator works or toy cars work? How is it possible?? All because of electrical circuits. These tiny...
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